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Expertly researched and thought-out, yet approachable and witty, this book will immediately
draw in anyone interested in global affairs, foreign policy and the future of America's role on the
world stage.This book provides a fascinating insider's look at how China is changing rapidly
today, how these changes pose grave risks to the rest of the world, and how the U.S. and its
allies can best address these challenges. Trade wars and U.S. presidents may come and go, but
the fundamental dynamics of the U.S.-China relationship will remain in place for years to
come.Challenging China is a popular current events explanation of how China has become
more authoritarian and expansionist and what strategies the U.S. and its allies need to adopt to
address this new China. Although delving into serious issues, Challenging China is written in an
engaging way and probably the only book on China that references Dolly Parton, LeBron James
and Bruce Springsteen.Topics addressed include:The ongoing political crackdown in Hong
Kong and heightened tensions with TaiwanThe deteriorating human rights situation in China for
normal Chinese as well as the Uyghur and Tibetan minoritiesInternal Chinese political and social
dynamics and Xi Jinping's dominance of the partyChina's ongoing sense of anti-Western
grievance and its new military assertivenessIncreases in censorship and governmental control
of dissent both off and onlineThe effects of U.S. trade policy on China including the Trans-Pacific
Partnership, Trump's tariff wars, and the new U.S.-China Trade AgreementHow and why U.S.
responses up to now have been ineffectual and counter-productiveClimate change policy and
how cooperating with China can work if we want it toNew strategies to convince China to modify
its behavior while avoiding direct confrontationAnd much more!The story of China's rise is a
remarkable tale of economic success, but that alone has not and will not lead to political
liberalization. This book shows how actively engaging China, while protecting our own interests,
can in fact work to promote its liberalization. This includes a wide array of strategies including
trade alliances with other countries, cooperating with China on climate change, protecting
Taiwan and using human rights as a foreign policy tool.Author Sam Kaplan has worked on China
policy and trade for over thirty years. Drawing upon his extensive experience, contacts and
research, he proposes new ways of dealing with China in a smarter, more realistic way. There is
reason to be optimistic that China can and will change if we apply the right strategies and have
the will to implement them.

"[Kaplan] combines first-hand experience with detailed research into the aims of China's
expansionism and offers a road map for the United States to respond and prosper." --Nor
Coquillard, Executive Director, Washington State China Relations Council"In Challenging China,
Sam Kaplan provides a richly detailed, compelling essay on [Chinese leadership's] growing
penchant toward authoritarianism, its impact on the people of China and its relations with the



U.S. This book is a must-read, whether your focus is on China's military, its economy, Taiwan,
Tibet, and/or its relationship with the U.S." --Joe Borich, Former Consul General of U.S.
Consulate in Shanghai, Former President of Washington State China Relations Council"It's
never been more difficult--or more necessary--for the world to find the right balance in how to
approach China. While there are many areas where the west must rightfully challenge China,
there are also many others that require collaboration if we are to avoid out right hot conflict. Sam
has done a good job threading the needle between the challenges and opportunities, and in so
doing, provides readers with a useful set of insights that can and should shape policy and
political decisions." --Benjamin Shobert, Author Blaming China: It Might Feel Good But It Won't
Fix America's Economy"Sam's book is a timely reminder that our country's greatest tools to
meet any challenge from China include what we do to invest in our own competitive advantage,
the promotion of human rights and working with other countries. Easy to read for folks who want
an introduction to the current state of U.S.-China relations with plenty of heft for the serious
China watcher." --Rick Larsen, Member of Congress"Informed and informative, thoughtful and
thought-provoking, Challenging China: Smart Strategies for Dealing with China in the Xi Jinping
Era is exceptionally well written, organized, and presented, making it an ideal and essential
addition to community, corporate, governmental, college, and university library Contemporary
International Chinese/American studies collections."—Midwest Book Review --This text refers to
the hardcover edition.About the AuthorSam Kaplan has worked with and in China for over thirty
years in a variety of roles. As president of the Trade Development Alliance of Greater Seattle, he
organized numerous trade and business missions to China and hosted countless delegations,
business people, and government officials from China. He was a key member of the host
committees for the visits of both President Hu Jintao and Xi Jinping to Seattle. He publishes a
weekly e-newsletter, "International Need to Know," and has been published in a variety of
publications, including the World Bank's Urban Age magazine. Kaplan lives in the Seattle area. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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sipping tea in a coffee shop while taking advantage of the opportunity to learn from the
businessperson sitting across from me. She had recently moved back to Seattle after working
and living in China for more than two decades. As she talked of her experiences, describing
what she did in China and generally regaling me with tales of an expat in a foreign land, I asked
her, “So what was the number one thing you learned about China, having lived and worked there
so long?”Surprisingly she didn’t lean back, gaze into her coffee or up to the ceiling, or out the
window into the busy Seattle street, pondering the question and how best to answer. She
immediately said, “What I learned about China is…I will never understand China.”The long-time
businesswoman did not mean that China is some strange, foreign land, an unknowable orient.
No, she meant that China is too large, too complex, too fast changing to know entirely.
Understanding China today, is not knowing China tomorrow. China under President Xi is a very
different place than under President Hu. Understanding and spending time in Shenzhen does
not mean one understands Tianchang. I know I certainly don’t. China is like any large entity:
there are many disparate parts adding up to an ultimately unknowable whole.The United States
is like that too. The Chinese tourists who travel to New York and Las Vegas have not seen
America. Yazoo City, Mississippi, with its extreme poverty, is America, but so too is Medina,
Washington, where Bill Gates and Jeff Bezos live (I imagine their butlers walking next door to
borrow really expensive, fancy sugar from each other). India is similarly unknowable and
complicated. In fact, any large country, any large entity, is ultimately beyond complete
understanding.So people, including “China experts,” maybe especially China experts, who tell
you they know China are not telling the whole truth. I won’t claim to tell you the whole truth either
in this book, but I will tell you what I do know and have learned. Just not necessarily as a China
expert.I don’t speak Mandarin and cannot write simplified Chinese characters (or traditional, for
that matter). But I have worked in international trade and international policy in one way or
another for my whole career. I have been fortunate enough to have worked with China and on
China issues over the last thirty years and have done so in policy positions, international trade
and business forums, and education.And what I have seen, learned, and experienced through
the years, especially over the last seven, has compelled me to write this book. I watched China
become an economic success story, achieving successes at a scale and rate not seen in history.
But as China has grown economically, it has regressed politically. That would be worrisome but
perhaps not a reason for this non-China expert to write this book. The challenge is that as it grew
economically and regressed politically, China became expansionistic for the first time — not



necessarily geographically, although occasionally in that way too, but certainly in working to
export its system abroad and help tear down what until recently was a flawed and evolving
liberalized world order. Worse yet, China has been aided and abetted by other countries in
tearing down this order, countries including liberalized democracies, most especially the one of
which I am a citizen.Perhaps even that would not have spurred me to write this book, but even as
all this happened, I read about, listened to, and watched the implementation of policies that I
worry will either be ineffective, counterproductive or both in dealing with the new challenging
China. So I decided to explain why a new strategy is needed for China, explain its economy in
that regard, and tackle what the United States should do, in concert with other countries, to deal
with this new, challenging China.When I write “China” in regard to its troubling actions and
efforts, I am not referring to the 1.3 billion Chinese living there. I am referring to the party/state
that runs modern-day China. This book and author are not against China, an amazing place, full
of people who are good, bad, and indifferent just like any other country. They have achieved
many great things and are as susceptible to the bad and corrupt as much as the rest of us. I may
not be a China expert, but I have learned that much, at least.And I have learned from and
continue to read numerous Chinese experts whom I encourage you to read too (see the
selected bibliography at the end of this book). These are some very smart people with vast
experience in China who have keen insights. A few I have had the privilege of knowing
personally, and who have been generous with their wisdom and ideas.The best of them
understand that China is not entirely understandable. They are not afraid to speak or write the
three most underused words in the English language: “I don’t know.” I will use those three words
more than once in this book.So while I, too, will never understand China, I will never give up
trying. And I hope this book will help all of us start the conversation of how best we engage with
and confront China to create a more prosperous, peaceful world.CHAPTER 1Regression and
Expansion: Why a New Strategy for ChinaChina under Xi has ChangedIn September, 2015, I
was in the Westin Hotel in downtown Seattle helping to manage the Gala Dinner for the visit of
President Xi Jinping of China. On my way to the hotel’s grand ballroom where the dinner would
take place, I walked by the escalators, which were supposed to be operational. They were not.
President Xi’s security team had shut them down even though they knew this broke the fire code.
They had been told not to do this. More than ample security measures were in place to protect
President Xi and all the other dignitaries in the hotel that day (There were lots of corporate
executives from all over the country gathering around the President of China like teenage girls at
the Beatles’ Ed Sullivan Show in the early 1960s or, perhaps more relevant today, at a BTS K-
pop concert.).But none of this mattered to President Xi’s security personnel, who did what they
wanted when they wanted, even though they were not in their own country. U.S. laws were of no
matter to them. This, of course, is a good metaphor for China’s new assertiveness in the world in
the Xi era.The visit of President Xi to Seattle was far different from when President Hu Jintao
came to Seattle nine years earlier, a visit I also worked on. During President Hu’s visit, we
worked with his advance team many months ahead of the visit. President Hu’s team asked for



suggestions on both the content and the logistics of the visit and in many cases accepted our
suggestions. For example, our local host committee suggested they should not drive to a certain
location during rush hour since it would disrupt traffic so badly that the story would end up being
about angry motorists rather than the messages President Hu hoped to convey during his visit.
Never, ever anger a commuter is always good PR advice in our experience. President Hu’s team
accepted this advice and adjusted the schedule accordingly.In addition, we suggested that
when President Hu visited Microsoft, he meet with kids using Microsoft software to learn
Mandarin. The Chinese advance team loved the idea, and Bill Gates and President Hu together
watched the young children speak Mandarin and write simplified Chinese characters using
Microsoft software. I even got to pretend to be President Hu during a practice run-through with
the children while a friend and Microsoft worker subbed as Bill Gates. This will presumably be
the only time in my life I will have filled in as Chinese president, much to the relief, I’m sure, of 1.3
billion Chinese. The event and the whole visit went well from a Seattle perspective and from a
China point of view.The advance teams of President Hu were empowered to make decisions
well ahead of his visit, and this included lower-level personnel from China who did the initial work
of preparing for the President’s visit to Seattle. Of course, as the time of the visit approached,
higher-level officials came to Seattle and, for the most part, bought into the decisions already
made. The visit was a partnership of local Seattle expertise, the Chinese Consulate in San
Francisco, Ministry of Foreign Affairs officials, and President Hu’s team.But China in 2015 was a
very different country than China in 2006. The year before, the Boao Forum, a sort of China
Davos-type gathering held annually in Hainan Province, chose Seattle for one of its periodic
satellite Boao-lite gatherings. I worked on that one, too. Midway through the organization of the
conference, as Xi took over the reins of power in China, he instituted his corruption crackdown
(much more on that shortly). Suddenly it became far more difficult for high-level Chinese officials
to attend the conference as the new government instituted limits on how many days government
officials could travel outside the country. The corruption crackdown impacted the conference in
other ways as well. It was apparent, even then, that China was changing significantly.By the time
of President Xi’s visit, I remarked to a couple of China experts I knew that it seemed as though Xi
was the most impactful Chinese leader since Deng Xiaoping. They agreed with my assessment
and deepened my understanding of what was happening in China with their words and
counsel.As with President Hu’s visit, lower-level advance teams came to Seattle to prepare for
Xi’s trip. However, unlike in 2006, these teams weren’t looking for advice on what President Xi
should do during his stop in Seattle or how he should do it. They were telling us what he would
do. And traffic? Who cares about your commuter? Not President Xi’s team.1 We’re doing this
China’s way or the highway…a soon-to-be-very-jammed-with-angry-commuters highway.We
also found that these lower level teams were not empowered to make decisions. Of any kind.
Large or small. Important or insignificant. No decisions were made until President Xi’s small
inner circle came to Seattle shortly before the visit of Xi himself. This, of course, made
organizing for the visit more difficult. But it also revealed how China was now being run. Whereas



in the past, power was more distributed, now decisions of all kinds were made by a small group
of people close to the leader.And, China was now much more aggressive and assertive. When
President Hu came to Seattle, members of Falun Gong—a Buddhist sect—and other protestors
gathered outside his hotel and shouted and banged drums in protest. President Xi’s team did not
want their president seeing or hearing these or any other protestors. Usually, when a head of
state stays at a hotel, there is a one-block security perimeter around the hotel. President Xi’s
team insisted this needed to be three blocks. They told the U.S. Secret Service, who are
responsible for such decisions, that this had to happen. The Secret Service consulted with the
local host committee that had been assembled to organize the visit as to whether or not they
should accede to China’s demands. The host committee, which, full disclosure, I was on, said
yes, extend the security perimeter. We made this decision even though we knew this would
establish a precedent for a new perimeter for all heads of state, and not just China’s but even our
own. This would make all such future visits even more of an inconvenience for Seattleites.
Though, of course, Trump was not likely to visit Seattle anytime soon.China’s security forces
took additional extreme measures and asserted themselves in the name of security for dubious
reasons. For weeks, Chinese security complained about the noise in the presidential suite of the
Westin Hotel where Xi was to stay. Finally, Ambassador Gary Locke (former U.S. Ambassador to
China, former U.S. Secretary of Commerce, former Governor of Washington, among a host of
other accomplishments) and former Washington State Governor Christine Gregoire—the two co-
chairs of the local host committee—asked me to accompany them to a meeting with Chinese
officials and hotel staff in the presidential suite so we could hear the noise they were
complaining about. When we got to the suite, some construction workers were building a wall in
front of one set of windows. Not a temporary wall one might move in front of a window. No, they
were drywalling, building an actual permanent wall in front of the windows as if one were
remodeling one’s house. Of course, because nothing in this world is permanent—not U.S.
hegemony, nor China hegemony should they ever achieve it—after the visit of President Xi was
over, the hotel tore down the wall so future visitors could enjoy the stunning views of the city and
Elliott Bay.While the construction workers took a break, we all sat there silently in the hotel
suite…listening. And listening some more. For maybe five minutes we sat there quietly. I could
not hear what the Chinese were complaining about, which was not a function of the many rock,
rap, and jazz concerts I’ve seen in my life (though they certainly didn’t help). There was nothing
to hear. Of course, as I sat there quietly, sometimes with my eyes closed, sometimes gazing
around the room, I wondered at how my life had led me to sitting in silence in a room with two
high-powered officials like Governor Gregoire and Ambassador Locke, with a group of China’s
security and diplomatic officials and a few hotel staff in the presidential suite of a high-rise, four-
star hotel. No one would have written a prediction of such a scenario in my high school
yearbook.Eventually the Chinese asked us about the noise they were complaining about. It
turned out it was the slight hum of the fans of the adjacent office building. This building’s roof,
lower than the Westin Hotel, is stacked with high-powered fans because the servers for much of



the West Coast Internet are below ground in that building. The Chinese officials told us we
needed to turn off those fans during President Xi’s visit. The Secret Service had already told
them no. Ambassador Locke and Governor Gregoire did too. I’m sure the Chinese officials knew
why those fans were there. Surely they knew it was not possible to turn off the fans. But in this
visit, Chinese officials were far more assertive than during President Hu’s visit, and if it had been
possible for a Chinese security staff member to scale the adjacent building and turn off the fans
Bruce Willis style in Die Hard, just as they presumptuously turned off the escalators despite all
decorum, laws, and safety considerations, I’m sure they would have.President Xi traveled to
Tacoma (about 30 miles south of Seattle) right during rush hour, causing massive traffic jams
and leading commuters to curse the day President Xi chose the Seattle area for his visit. They
drove at that time despite locals cautioning them about the traffic disruption and resultant PR
headache it would cause, just as we had advised President Hu’s team. Hu’s team listened. Xi’s
team did not care at all.This is all to say that the visit of President Xi was an eye-opener
regarding how China was changing under his leadership; at least certainly for me it was. It was
one thing to read about President Xi’s policies, such as increased censorship, corruption
crackdowns, grabbing all the levers of power himself, and more aggressive economic
nationalism. To see the differences in attitudes, policies and tactics up close underscored what
one was reading.And if you were paying close attention to China, much of the evidence was
already there. When President Xi took office, he instituted a corruption crackdown. In December
2012, a month after Xi ascended to leadership, he issued the “Eight-Point Regulation of the
Center,” a set of rules aimed to curb the excesses of public officials—local, regional, and
national. The eight rules—not seven, six or eleven—but eight rules passed from on high, range
from leaders keeping in contact with the people to eliminating the elaborate ribbon-cutting and
other ceremonial rites that Chinese leaders of all ages and stripes were prone to. Anyone who
worked with and traveled to China pre-2012 has surely participated in an elaborate ceremony
with tonnage of flowers decorating the stage, music playing, and a thousand speeches, followed
by a bountiful number of toasts and drinks. Our liver can testify to such events it has participated
in.So, in many ways, Xi’s anti-corruption measures made sense and were welcomed in some
quarters. There was a tremendous amount of corruption in China, a kind of crony capitalism
seeping into the earlier market reforms. Communist Party officials were getting rich from their
positions of power and connections. A campaign against corruption was definitely needed
(though recent research shows certain types of corruption are more damaging than others. See
chapter 2 for more on this.).But even from the beginning, it was clear the anti-corruption
measures were also about asserting control more centrally, that is to say, giving Xi a tighter grip
on power. The business nonprofit I worked for at the time was helping organize a trip for the
mayor of Seattle to Chongqing, Seattle’s sister city, around the time of the onset of the corruption
crackdown. Chongqing is a megacity of 30 plus million people. Shortly before the trip, it was
announced that Wang Lijun, the police chief of Chongqing, was being demoted. This, you may
think, should not be a big deal for the Seattle mayor’s trip to Chongqing. But, Wang had been a



top aide to Bo Xilai, the soon to be erstwhile Communist Party Secretary of Chongqing.Bo Xilai
was a charismatic leader—former mayor of Dalian, governor of Liaoning, Minister of Commerce,
and overall ambitious guy, son of a prominent Communist leader—who was publicly clamoring
to be a part of China’s inner leadership circle. In Chongqing, he carried on a public campaign
against organized crime, ruled at a time of double-digit GDP growth (and like all political leaders
everywhere in good economic times, took credit for it, though it is true through massive state
investment Chongqing grew faster during his reign than before or after), and yearned to bring
back aspects of the Cultural Revolution. He could be and was seen as a rival for power in
China.So it was important news when Wang Lijun was demoted. It was bigger news still when
one day he showed up at the U.S. Consulate in nearby Chengdu having asked for a meeting with
the Commercial Service officer there, ostensibly to talk about economic development matters. I
know and worked a bit with that Commercial Service officer, who tells the story that he sat down
with Wang in a meeting room, expecting to talk about economic issues, when Wang looked at
him from across the table and said he wanted to defect. The Commercial Service officer told me
he stood up, left the room, and retrieved the proper personnel to deal with such a matter while
he called Ambassador Gary Locke in Beijing to inform him of the development. Ambassador
Locke has told the story of what he said when he received the call, which was the initial proper
reaction, and I’m certain exactly what any of us would have said in such a situation: “Oh
s***.”After the initial shock of the situation, consulate staff eventually persuaded Wang to leave
the consulate, which, by that time, was surrounded by Chinese police. The Chongqing
government announced Wang was receiving “holiday-style medical treatment,”2 which, in China,
is like saying Uyghurs are being re-educated. Wang was placed in jail and eventually sentenced
to 15 years, a much shorter sentence than one would expect but given to him due to his
cooperating in the investigation of his former boss, Bo Xilai.By this time, Bo Xilai was in a whole
heap of trouble of his own for alleged corruption and his family’s alleged involvement in a
mysterious murder case. Bo Xilai’s wife, Gu Kailai, was implicated in the murder of British
businessman Neil Heywood, a story too convoluted and tangential to go into here (but do look it
up for all the strange and tawdry details), and she was eventually given a suspended death
sentence. Bo Xilai himself was sacked as party boss of Chongqing, expelled from the
Communist Party and Parliament, charged with corruption, bribery and abuse of power, and
eventually found guilty of all charges.The Bo Xilai saga began just before Xi took power, and he
was found guilty as Xi announced and instituted his corruption crack-down. Bo Xilai, whatever
his sins and crimes, (and being a high-level China Communist Party Leader, we are sure he has
some), was a harbinger of what was to come.And what was to come was “sweeping up some 2
million officials of both high rank and low.3” Begun shortly after he took office, President Xi’s anti-
corruption campaign has been expansive and is still ongoing. In 2013, there were 172,000
investigations, 330,000 in 2015, and 527,000 in 2017. Among the high brought low are seven
people at the Politburo and Cabinet level. But the campaign has swept up a broad swathe of
national, provincial, and local leaders throughout China. Richard McGregor calls it a



“generational clean-out.”4 While there was plenty of corruption to clean out, the campaign also
served the second purpose of solidifying Xi’s grip on power. Political scientist Yuen Yuen Ang
took the time to calculate the economic effectiveness of local leaders and whether that had any
correlation with their being sacked. Her conclusion based on the data was that the performance
of local leaders was not correlated with whether they were investigated. Being an effective local
leader economically had no impact one way or another on the odds of being swept up in the
corruption campaign. There was, however, a correlation to patronage. If a local leader’s patron
went down, there was a good chance they would too. Some of the corruption campaign is about
actual corruption, some of it is about Xi extending his power. China was quickly becoming a very
different place under Xi.5I witnessed this firsthand. As Wang was trying to defect, with some
colleagues I continued to organize our mayor and his delegation’s humble trip to Chongqing. Our
mayor was supposed to meet with the Chongqing mayor, whose police chief had just been
arrested. So, we naturally wondered, given all that was happening, whether we should still
go.We talked with the Commercial Service officer who had met with Wang, and his advice was
to talk with our main contact in the Chongqing mayor’s office. Events were very fluid on the
ground and perhaps this staff member could give us guidance, or, given the understandable
reticence of Chinese officials to talk frankly in such situations, we could at least obtain some
between-the-lines cues from him.A few of us arranged a call with the staff person. We placed
him on speaker phone and gingerly inquired whether everything would still work out for the
planned agenda. I remember putting the phone on mute occasionally and asking a colleague
who spoke Mandarin and was far more steeped in Chinese culture, politics and history than me,
what he thought the mayor’s staffer was trying to say. Nobody was certain, but by the end of the
call we felt sufficiently reassured to send the mayor and delegation to Chongqing. And
Chongqing’s mayor did indeed meet with the Seattle mayor. I was not there, my travels taking me
to another part of the world at the time, but my colleagues told me it was a long and strange
meeting. At one point, the Chongqing mayor told a long parable about Jesus Christ. What he
meant by it, no one was fully sure. Which I suppose is the point of parables.The ongoing anti-
corruption campaign is becoming encoded in China’s government. In 2018, Xi’s government
created the National Supervisory Commission. This new organization “ranks alongside the
central government and above the judiciary.”6 And tellingly, it does not just monitor and
investigate the country’s 90 million Communist Party members, but also “managers of state-
owned enterprises, hospitals, educational and cultural institutions, sports organizations and
even village governments and research institutes.”7 Further, as Yuen Yuen Ang notes, “…the
central disciplinary authorities have expanded the scope of the campaign from policing
corruption to monitoring policy implementation and ensuring correct political thinking.”8 Of
course, state media has been ardent in discussing the importance of Xi’s anti-corruption
campaign. Indeed, in 2017, Liu Shiyu, chairman of the China Securities Regulatory Commission
during that year’s party national congress, praised Xi for “saving the Communist Party”9 by
taking down Bo Xilai and others in the anti-corruption campaign.In Xi’s Own WordsThe anti-



corruption campaign showed us, through Xi’s actions, that China was changing. His words were
just as indicative. When Xi become General Secretary of the Communist Party of China in late
2012, his first trip outside Beijing was to Guangdong Province, located in the south. China’s
media paralleled it to Deng Xiaoping’s famous southern trip in 1992, which reiterated China’s
commitment to economic reform after the Tiananmen Square crackdown. Deng’s speech was
not covered by the Chinese media (although it was in Hong Kong) until several months later,
perhaps because of some power struggles with Jiang Zemin, the General Secretary since 1989.
As an aside, it is challenging to analyze and understand a country where the paramount leader
gives a prominent speech on an important topic but it is kept secret for many months. The same
was true with regard to Xi, as you will see in a moment.In Xi’s speech, he echoed the importance
of China’s continuing to progress. He pointedly noted how important the Chinese Communist
Party had been to China’s economic success: “Since its founding, the Communist Party of China
has made great sacrifices and forged ahead against all odds. It has rallied and led the Chinese
people in transforming the poor and backward old China into an increasingly prosperous and
powerful new China, thus opening a completely new horizon for the great renewal of the Chinese
nation.”10 He also both referenced China’s corruption problems and foreshadowed the
corruption crackdown: “… there are also many pressing problems within the Party that need to
be resolved, particularly corruption, being divorced from the people, going through formalities
and bureaucratism caused by some Party officials.”All in all, Xi’s speech was perceived favorably
by the world, with many holding out hopes that Xi would institute additional economic reforms
and perhaps even political reforms. The BBC, for example, opined that mirroring Deng’s
southern trip, “Xi Jinping was sending out a message that he too intends to strive for economic
reform.”11But it turns out that Xi gave another, secret speech to party members during that trip. It
was leaked and reported on by Gao Yu, a Chinese investigative journalist in late January, 2013,
more than a month after Xi’s trip.12 Just the fact that the leader of the country made a major
speech that was kept secret from the people reminds one of the pitfalls of authoritarian
governments and the advantages of democracy (more on that in chapter 4). But the speech
made clear what we now know: there would be no forthcoming political reform. Indeed, the
paramount leader’s paramount concern was preserving the power and hold of the Communist
Party of China. Xi’s major point in the speech, reported Gao, was that the China Communist
Party needed to learn the lessons from the fall of the Communist Party in the Soviet Union.“Why
did the Soviet Union disintegrate? Why did the Soviet Communist Party collapse?” Gao reported
Xi asking in the speech. “An important reason was that their ideals and beliefs had been shaken.
In the end, ‘the ruler’s flag over the city tower’ changed overnight. It’s a profound lesson for us!”
Xi went on, finishing with a flourish, “To dismiss the history of the Soviet Union and the Soviet
Communist Party, to dismiss Lenin and Stalin, and to dismiss everything else is to engage in
historic nihilism, and it confuses our thoughts and undermines the Party’s organization on all
levels.”Xi and his colleagues in China were learning from what happened in the Soviet Union to
ensure that it didn’t happen there:Why must we stand firm on the Party’s leadership over the



military? Because that’s the lesson from the collapse of the Soviet Union. In the Soviet Union
where the military was depoliticized, separated from the Party and nationalized, the party was
disarmed. A few people tried to save the Soviet Union; they seized Gorbachev, but within days it
was turned around again, because they didn’t have the instruments to exert power. Yeltsin gave
a speech standing on a tank, but the military made no response, keeping so-called ‘neutrality.’
Finally, Gorbachev announced the disbandment of the Soviet Communist Party in a blithe
statement. A big Party was gone just like that. Proportionally, the Soviet Communist Party had
more members than we do, but nobody was man enough to stand up and resist.Putting aside
what our feminist friends would call Xi’s patriarchal use of the term “man enough,”13 it is
important to note while the West was learning lessons from the fall of the Soviet Union, so too
were China’s leaders. Different lessons for different goals, of course. Rather than the hope that
many of us had that China would evolve like Taiwan, South Korea and other countries—become
more politically liberal as its economy developed—China was taking action to ensure it did the
exact opposite: grow economically but remain authoritarian.Just as significant was China’s plan
to take a more active role outside its borders, as Xi himself would outline in future speeches. I,
like many others, figured China was relatively benign since they didn’t have expansionist
tendencies. But this has not turned out to be true, and by expansionistic we mean more than
their regional goals in the South and East China Seas. China increasingly aims to transform the
post-World War II, post-Cold War liberal economic order into one more friendly towards
authoritarianism. An early indication of this was China’s creating the Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB). At the announcement of the creation of this rival to the Asian
Development Bank and other multilateral lending institutions established after World War II, Xi
said, “It will enable China to undertake more international obligations, promote improvement of
the current international economic system and provide more international public goods.”14 This
is all well and good and in many ways should be welcomed given that it could expand lending
capabilities into the developing world. But as it turns out, China’s ambitions are larger than
helping developing countries succeed like China has succeeded economically.Even as they
created the AIIB, China launched its Belt and Road Initiative, the stated aim of which is to
deepen trade and economic integration across Asia, Europe, and Africa. This also could be
welcomed in many ways as China cooperated on additional infrastructure projects in countries
along a new “Silk Road.” Put aside that at least part of the real aim of the Belt and Road is likely
to deal with excess capacity issues in China and that these projects too often ham-strung the
recipient countries with burdensome loans they could not pay back, thus allowing China to
appropriate their property, there is a deeper concern about China’s efforts outside its borders.
The challenge is that China is intent on changing a rules-based world economic order into one
based on China’s values, methods, and interests (see chapter 6 for much more on this).China’s
stepping onto the world stage could and should be welcomed if it were another actor speaking
helpful lines and acting constructively in a play about economic development and liberalization.
But, instead, China is intent on tearing down the stage and erecting its own, on which a very



different play with a very different plot will be presented. In 2017, at the 19th National Congress
of the Communist Party of China, Xi gave a three-and-a-half-hour speech. Ignoring for the
moment that only Bruce Springsteen should be allowed to perform for that long, Xi made clear
that China planned to play a much greater role in the world. One must wade through 68 (!) pages
of transcribed oratory, past riveting sections on “Seeing Socialist Literature and Art Thrive,”
“Giving play to the important role of socialist consultative democracy,” and, of course,
“Consolidating and developing the patriotic united front,” (Xi was playing all the greatest hits and
obscure B-sides of the CCP), to see the new world order Xi envisions.In the foreign policy part of
the speech, Xi talked about the world working together to tackle challenges, and he explicitly
stated, “China will never pursue development at the expense of others’ interests,” but in the next
clause he also states, “but nor will China ever give up its legitimate rights and interests. No one
should expect us to swallow anything that undermines our interests.” The problem is China’s
interests are the CCP’s perpetual rule, which means the subjection of other views, alternatives
and values—inevitably leading to abuses such as we have seen perpetrated on the Uyghurs in
Xinjiang. But Xi also clearly stated, “No matter what stage of development it reaches, China will
never seek hegemony or engage in expansion.”Xi’s words were cloaked in cooperation but the
challenge, as Bill Clinton said about the word “is,” is Xi and China’s definition of “hegemony” and
“expansion.” Vietnam and other countries would say the nine-dash line15 is expansion, for
example. The NBA and others would say China practices practical hegemony—to do business
in China one must adapt to its values and assertions on human rights, even when not in China.
China wants the world to adhere to its interests, to adopt its business practices. This is
problematic to say the least, at least if one properly understands China’s interest.Elsewhere in
the speech, Xi noted, “we have seen a further rise in China’s international influence, ability to
inspire, and power to shape.” Indeed, through its size and economic growth, China does have
greater influence and a larger ability to shape the world. It wants to use that influence and power
to shape a world that has Chinese characteristics. Because China is so large, its economy so
tied globally, and its large markets such a lure for companies all over the world, China can
influence how the world acts. The U.S. has done this for decades, of course, and imperfectly so.
But the U.S., with its allies, evolved the world towards a rules-based order. To do business with
and in the United States meant to adapt to a civil society based on the rule of law. To do
business with and in China is to adapt to the whims and wishes of the Chinese Communist
Party, with far too little recourse to law. China’s remarkable rise means, as Xi put it in the speech,
that:scientific socialism is full of vitality in 21st century China, and that the banner of socialism
with Chinese characteristics is now flying high and proud for all to see. It means that the path,
the theory, the system, and the culture of socialism with Chinese characteristics have kept
developing, blazing a new trail for other developing countries to achieve modernization. It offers
a new option for other countries and nations who want to speed up their development while
preserving their independence; and it offers Chinese wisdom and a Chinese approach to solving
the problems facing mankind.China’s economic success is indeed worth studying, although how



much of it was due to socialism and how much to market reforms is debatable, and we’ll look at
this question in the next chapter. But it is clear Xi is ready to export the China system. He goes
on to say in the speech that we are in a new era and it will be one of “building on past successes
to further advance our cause, and of continuing in a new historical context to strive for the
success of socialism with Chinese characteristics.” After describing all the ways China will
perfect itself, Xi closes this section of the speech saying, “It will be an era that sees China
moving closer to center stage and making greater contributions to mankind.” Again, that makes
sense given China’s larger economy and prominence. It is natural that such a country play a
more central role in world affairs. Inevitably this will be the case. But it would be far better if
China’s contributions, as it takes center stage, were not authoritarian and lacking in the rule of
law.If China were a larger France or India or Brazil, its emergence on the world stage, although
undoubtedly still unsettling for some, need not be worrisome or a reason to develop a strategy to
mitigate its new-found prominence. But through its actions and words, China has made clear
that there will be a new battle of ideas and systems.This is not to say that there has been a vast
and long-running conspiracy by China to take over the world, as some policy experts such as
Michael Pillsbury argue. Pillsbury, in his book The 100 Year Marathon, implies that from the
beginning, China has been biding its time, advancing its economy, and, when the time is right,
will start to take over the world. This is not what we are arguing. And even Pillsbury, in his often
contradictory book, doesn’t really argue that. Rather, most of his arguments are about “hawks” in
China who want to be more assertive in the world. And that most certainly is true.But we argue
something a bit more nuanced than even that. China is more powerful economically than it was
thirty years ago, and it is the natural order of the world for the more prominent economic actors
to have more influence. So China is naturally beginning to extend its influence around the world.
Where before, China was mostly focused internally, today it is actively trying to mold the world to
its liking. This is abetted by the United States abandoning world leadership and a policy that
favors the rule of law. This is a problem because China continues to be an authoritarian state
and its attempts to remold the world order will inevitably be authoritarian in nature. The Chinese
academic Xu Zhangrun articulated it well in a critique of China’s government he bravely
published in February 2020 at the beginning of the corona virus crisis. The Tsinghua University
professor wrote in a long essay, “No matter how complex, nuanced and sophisticated one’s
analysis, the reality is stark. A polity that is blatantly incapable of treating its own people properly
can hardly be expected to treat the rest of the world well.”16Xi and China are working to change
the world order, and they recognize there will be pushback on this. In the fall of 2019, China state
media re-released an old speech by Xi from just after he rose to General Secretary on January
5, 2013.17 In this speech, Xi talks about the cooperation and conflict China faces with what he
calls capitalism (it’s really far more than that—it’s the liberalized, democratized world order). Xi
notes the advantages, in the mid-term, of the West and the long conflict to come:…we must
have a deep appreciation for capitalism’s ability to self-correct, and a full, objective assessment
of the real long-term advantages that the developed Western nations have in the economic,



technological, and military spheres. Then we must diligently prepare for a long period of
cooperation and of conflict between these two social systems in each of these domains.Xi then
talks about continuing to improve socialism and having “strategic determination.” Ultimately, he
says, however, that China must lay “the foundation for a future where we will win the initiative and
have the dominant position.”This was a new paragraph that was added in the republication of the
old speech. But, in many ways, it parallels Xi’s original secret speech that Gao reported on in
early 2013. Oh, and what became of Gao in the system Xi aspires to grow into the dominant
position in the world? She is in jail, along with many others, for exercising free speech.Human
Rights Are DeterioratingChina’s ongoing and deepening abuse of the basic human rights of its
people is too often ignored by policymakers in the U.S., Europe, and elsewhere. Instead, they
concentrate on trade, national security and other issues. But as Xu Zhangrun wrote, how a
country treats its people is a good indication of how it will treat other countries. As China has
grown more powerful, and as the United States retreats from world leadership, China
increasingly will be able to transform global institutions. Again, the worsening human rights
situation in China is reason to be alarmed at the ways China will change the world order,
whether economic, security or other institutions. So it’s important to examine China’s worrisome
human rights record, which we do here, though, of course, not exhaustively. One could write an
entire book about China’s troublesome human rights record. We will focus on how human rights
abuses have worsened in the Xi regime and what that means for the world. Later, in chapter 4,
we examine why we should confront China on its human rights abuses and how to do so.For
now, a quick survey of those abuses, how they’ve worsened and how this affects the world. What
we find is that from the beginning, President Xi gave a good sense of what was to come.
President Xi began his regime by immediately arresting human rights activists. As Richard
McGregor notes in his book Xi Jinping: The Backlash, more than 200 lawyers in China involved
in human rights issues were questioned and detained after Xi became president.China under Xi
has not been shy about silencing human rights activists and jailing people of all types. As
Human Rights Watch writes, “Human rights defenders continue to endure arbitrary detention,
imprisonment, and enforced disappearance.”18In 2015, China initiated what became known as
the “709 Crack-down” named for the date it started (July 9), with a crackdown on human rights
lawyers and human rights activists around the country. More than 250 such people were
arrested, with many still in jail and detained. One prominent example is Wang Quanzhang, who
was originally arrested in 2015. Four years later, in 2019, he was found “guilty” of “subverting
state power” and sentenced to four-and-a-half years in jail. From 2015 to his sentencing, he was
held incommunicado, and, as Amnesty International noted, his family did not even know whether
he was alive. Wang’s crime was that he defended “religious freedom and represented members
of the New Citizens’ Movement, a network of grassroots activists who promote government
transparency and expose corruption.”19There is, unfortunately, no dearth of such cases we
could describe here, but suffice it to say that China brooks no opposition in regard to human
rights, both in China and outside as well, where it has also occasionally disappeared people. For



example, Human Rights Watch reports, “In January 2018, Guangzhou authorities forcibly
disappeared Li Huaiping, wife of Chen Xiaoping, a US-based journalist for the Chinese-
language Mirror Media Group. The disappearance came shortly after Chen interviewed Guo
Wengui, a Chinese billionaire fugitive who exposed corruption among China’s ruling elite.”
China’s measures against human rights activities abroad are further evidence that China now
has an expansionist policy.The campaign against human rights activists continues with a group
of five human rights lawyers and activists arrested in the last week of 2019. Why were they
arrested? They met secretly in Xiamen in southeast China in early December, 2019. Freedom of
assembly, freedom of thought are not allowed. One of those arrested was Ding Jiaxi, who has
been active in pro-democracy, pro-human rights efforts and was jailed earlier, in 2014, for three-
and-a-half years.The sad fact of the matter is human rights abuses have grown worse in China
under Xi Jinping. As Human Rights Watch put it in their 2018 report, “The broad and sustained
offensive on human rights that started after President Xi Jinping took power five years ago
showed no sign of abating in 2017.” Spoiler alert: it hasn’t abated since then either. Let’s examine
various facets of how China suppresses human rights.CensorshipI am not a skilled
photographer but managed to take a good pic on one of my trips to China and decided to post it
on Facebook—except, of course, I couldn’t, since Facebook is not accessible in China. This, I
suppose, kept me in the moment as anti-social media folks like to say, so maybe China’s
government was doing me a favor. Or, maybe they are scared of their own people having the
power to express their thoughts freely and access information from around the world. When
traveling to China, foreigners must deal with the Great Firewall, the blocking of content on the
Internet that China’s government deems unsuitable. And increasingly that is becoming more and
more content, more and more websites and digital platforms. We foreigners return home to a
free Internet. Chinese grapple with a closed web every day of their lives. At the beginning of the
corona-virus crisis, China’s obsession with censorship cost many lives (more on that in Chapter
7).Officially known as the Golden Shield Project, China employs more than 2 million people to
make sure its citizens don’t see any unsanctioned cat videos, or learn about Tibet, Hong Kong,
Uyghurs, and other sensitive issues other than from the official organs of the CCP. Under Xi
Jinping, China has become even more vigilant over the Internet. The Guardian notes, “…the
government has invested in technological upgrades to monitor and censor content. It has
passed new laws on acceptable content and aggressively punished those who defy the new
restrictions. Under Xi, foreign content providers have found their access to China shrinking. They
are being pushed out by both Xi’s ideological war and his desire that Chinese companies
dominate the country’s rapidly growing online economy.”20In fact, at a speech on December 15,
2015, during the second World Internet Conference, Xi said, “Cyberspace is not a place beyond
the rule of law…Everyone should abide by the law, with the rights and obligations of parties
concerned clearly defined.”21 The law is the last refuge of despots. China’s law of the Internet is
one of an increasingly repressive nature, where a citizen cannot discuss protests in Hong Kong,
the torture of Uyghurs, religious issues or a multitude of other concerns sensitive to the Chinese



government. They’re a sensitive, fragile lot, Xi Jinping and his team. Authoritarian rulers are
always, and at all times, the real snowflakes.The fear of free information has led to foreign news
sources being even more heavily restricted in China. The Foreign Correspondents Club of China
did an analysis that shows “…the Great Firewall bars Internet users in China from viewing the
publicly-available websites of 23 percent of 215 international news organizations with journalists
based in China.”22 Among those blocked in China are the New York Times, the Times of India,
the Wall Street Journal, and The Economist. We expect the website for this book to be blocked
too.Censorship in China continues to be even more strict. In December 2019, China announced
new censorship rules that took effect on March 1, 2020. The new law prohibits, among many
other things, the following: “Content undermining the nation’s policy on religions, promoting cults
and superstitions; dissemination of rumors, disrupting economic or social order,” as well as
anything that “harms the nation’s honor and interests.” These are illegal to do online. It also has a
list of content that is “discouraged,” which includes “sensationalized headlines, improper
comments on tragedies…bad habits or dangerous activities that might be imitated by minors.”23
Apparently, the latter does not include the bad habit of telling people what to think and do. As the
United States debates whether to ban TikTok or WeChat (we weigh in on that later), it’s
important to remember that China years ago banned their foreign equivalents in their own
country.China is adept at keeping the outside world from having influence on China, as well as
keeping its own people from influencing each other. In addition, China increasingly seeks to
influence its own people, their belief systems, and their behavior.China Social Credit SystemIt
has become almost a cliché that China is becoming a Black Mirror episode come to life with its
social credit system. Who isn’t scared, worried, in awe of and confused—sometimes all at once
—by this system to rate Chinese people’s actions and thoughts, judge them with a resulting
score, and mete out consequences as the result of the system’s calculations.China’s social
credit system started in 2014, and befitting its Orwellian aims, it is coordinated by the charmingly
named “Central Comprehensively Deepening Reforms Commission,” which was previously
called the nearly identical “Central Leading Group for Comprehensively Deepening Reforms.”
Naming rights were surely determined by some committee of bureaucrats with, I’m sure, an
equally astounding title. I might be willing to throw all my ideals away if I could get a mega
contract from China to rename all its commissions, committees and organizations. The fact that
the social credit system is under the supervision of such a supremely bureaucratically named
commission, the words reordered from its former similar name, perhaps gives us the most hope
that the whole thing won’t work.And it’s fair to point out that as Wired magazine reports, “As yet,
there’s no one social credit system. Instead, local governments have their own social record
systems that work differently, while unofficial private versions are operated at companies such
as Ant Financial’s Zhima Credit, better known as Sesame Credit.…”24 Of course, what is private
is also public in China. Any data and judgements of individuals hoovered up by a private
company can be and are gathered up by China’s government.
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Jerome Blondell, “Forthright analysis of business and policy issues. This book succeeds as a
public policy and economic analysis thanks to the author’s dual expertise from working for the
US Congress and as president of the Trade Development Alliance of Greater Seattle where he
hosted visits of the current and former leaders of China.Shows keen insight into how Xi Jinping’s
authoritarian, repressive rules affect business dealings. And he does not pull any punches when
pointing out China’s abuses both internally and externally with other nations. Up-to-date
reporting in this book includes the documented censorship by the Chinese government of the
coronavirus outbreak in December 2019 which included arresting doctors for “spreading
rumors”.At the same time the book acknowledges China’s economic successes, including
pulling hundreds of millions of its own population out of poverty and explains the demographics
that made this possible using authoritative sources that are carefully documented. I especially
appreciated the excellent use of clearly marked graphs and bar charts.Points out important
business trends such as China’s $30 billion investment in artificial intelligence – a field where it
plans to dominate by 2030! Deals with the question of theft of intellectual property and suggests
how Chinese students in American universities may serve as ambassadors for opening China to
a more western approach that protects property rights.For me, the brief discussion of US
problems, primarily infrastructure, health care, racial injustice, and immigration, distracted from
the book’s excellent focus on smart strategies for dealing with China. Although, I can
acknowledge that rectifying American shortcomings can have a positive influence on
trade.Despite the bleak results in China from government interference, the book suggests
positive strategies for both governments and business to bring internationally accepted trade
and business practices into play. Achievements in reducing poverty, literacy and education, and
improved standard of living have made the world a much better place, both in China and the
world, as this book points out. The author optimistically states that bringing confidence to
China’s leadership will reduce the problems from censorship, imprisoning human rights activists,
the internment of Uyghurs, and misrepresenting the Chinese GDP, and the origins of the
coronavirus outbreak. Reasons for hope!”

Tim C., “Timely, focused discussion to counter China's illiberal dreams. Challenging China is an
excellent book that invites readers to grapple with well-considered ideas to challenge the spread
of China’s authoritarian model. Kaplan does not bash China, rather pointing out the nuances of
why a successful China is important for everyone – including the United States. While firm in his
condemnation of many of China’s actions, those looking for a blueprint on how to decouple from
China economically and politically will be disappointed.The book is quite approachable and
refreshing, as much a study of the United States and areas in which it could improve
domestically to counter China’s tendencies. Kaplan does not attempt to be the grand authority
on Chinese or U.S. politics and international relations but presents a framework for a



foundational understanding of the challenges at hand. It is an invitation to take part in the
discussion and begin the work of countering China’s illiberal dreams for the future. Highly
recommended.”

Michael Steward, “An optimistic yet pragmatic prescription to guide the U.S. in its interactions
with China. Drawing on years of engagement with the complexities of the U.S.-China
relationship, the author offers a refreshingly optimistic vision of how that relationship CAN evolve
positively for both nations . Boiled down to its essence, his argument, as this reader construes
it, is that the U.S. needs to remain confident in the strength of democratic institutions resting on
the rule of law and respect for human rights as we compete, confront-and sometimes
cooperate--with China. Notwithstanding the difficulties posed for the U.S.in a world where it is
no longer a lone super power, we need to keep on "keeping on" with perfecting our own country
while simultaneously engaging with international organizations, allies and yes, China in pursuit
of a better world.. We must not excuse China's repression of its own people or turn a blind eye
to its mercantilism but our response must not be to ape those practices but instead to
demonstrate for all to see--especially the people of China--that democracy DOES work;; that
democracy, not authoritarianism, offers the brightest future for all of us just as it always has.”

Stephen E. Murphy, “A book highlighting President Carter and Taiwan as examples. I
appreciated the author's highlighting how to "challenge China" in 2021: Jimmy Carter's
emphasis on 'human rights' as a tenet of U.S. foreign policy and Taiwan's living, functioning,
Chinese democracy. The book offers alternatives to both the U.S. and China to not stumble into
Thucydides' trap and to avoid Xi's take-no-prisoners approach in international affairs.Stephen E.
Murphy, author, Havana Odyssey and  On the Edge: an Odyssey”

MCS1968, “Easy to read intro. Very readable and a good start for folks who want to know what's
changing in China.”

Joe Joffe, “Challenging China has made me readjust my views of dealing with our largest global
competitor.. Challenging China gives detailed and insightful perspectives with provocative ideas
of how to deal with our largest competitor. Specifically, the notion of supporting China to grow its
economy in order to bolster the world economy, combined with an insistence that China become
a global citizen with a rules-based society, is fresh and challenging.”

werner salinger, “balanced view of China, NOT making the country our new # one enemy; rare
for a US author. balanced view of China, NOT making the country our new # one enemy....rare
for a US author....”

Michael V. Williams, “Eating your vegetables is easy when they taste like tacos!. Sorry if the title
of my review is a bit cheeky, but my favorite thing about Challenging China is that it's a book



about serious and important matters (the vegetables) but it is an engaging, easy read that often
comes across as fun and funny (the tacos). This is not to say that the author isn't serious or
detail-oriented. He is! He just imbues the text with a unique sense of humor and humility (he
keeps a running count of the things he doesn't know) that makes the reader feel like we can all
be geopolitical pundits. I highly recommend this book for anybody that wants to know about the
way the world is changing and how we all need to be part of the process to bring China into the
world of rules-based international relationships.”

The book by Sam Kaplan has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 26 people have provided feedback.
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